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ZF Marine and Special Driveline Technology introduces new
propulsion concept at 2017 Fort Lauderdale International
Boat Show
•
•
•

“Project Disruption” propulsion concept revealed at show
Concept shows contra-rotating propellers on a conventional inboard
shaftline to improve efficiency, acceleration and responsiveness
Concept can be scaled for larger inboard applications

Miramar, Florida – ZF’s global Marine and Special Driveline Technology
business unit introduced the “Project Disruption” concept to the public on the
opening day of the 2017 Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show. The new
propulsion concept introduces contra-rotating technology to conventional
inboard shaftline applications.
The Project Disruption concept allows shaftline boat builders to harness the
benefits of contra-rotating propellers, including increased efficiency,
acceleration and reverse authority. The concept changes all of the preestablished constraints of trying to optimize propeller diameter with gear ratio.
The concept, intended to interface with a standard ZF marine transmission, is
comprised of a strut-housed underwater gearbox which transmits power to two
contra-rotating propellers.
“For many years there has been little innovation in inboard shaftline
technology. ZF saw the opportunity to bring all the benefits of contra-rotating
propellers to this most traditional of propulsion systems. We started with tow
sports because it presented a unique opportunity to investigate the concept at
full scale while subjecting it to a wide variation of loading conditions,” said
Keith Stanley, Pleasure Craft Product Line Manager.
In addition to providing increased efficiency and acceleration, Project
Disruption’s contra-rotating propellers will allow boat builders to consider a
wider range of transmission ratios than what is possible today given propeller
sizing constraints for single propeller shaftlines. This will allow naval
architects the opportunity to better optimize the propeller to gear ratio
relationship depending on vessel application and loads. The contra-rotating
propellers will also offer improved reversing performance and low speed
maneuvering by eliminating the propeller torque that currently affects single
shaftline applications.
While initially sized for tow sports boats, the concept could be scalable to
larger propulsion packages, or hybrid systems for a multitude of vessel
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applications. Project Disruption will be on display at the Fort Lauderdale
International Boat Show in the ZF booth (1042 – Bahia Mar)
Caption:
ZF Marine unveiled Project Disruption, a contra-rotating propeller concept for
conventional inboard shaftline propulsion systems at the 2017 Fort Lauderdale
International Boat Show.
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ZF Friedrichshafen AG
ZF is a global leader in driveline and chassis technology as well as active and passive safety
technology. The company has a global workforce of around 137,000 with approximately 230
locations in some 40 countries. In 2016, ZF achieved sales of €35.2 billion. ZF annually invests
about 6 percent of its sales in research and development – ensuring continued success through
the design and engineering of innovative technologies. ZF is one of the largest automotive
suppliers worldwide.
ZF allows vehicles to see, think and act. With its technologies, the company is striving for
Vision Zero – a world of mobility without accidents and emissions. With its broad portfolio, ZF
is advancing mobility and services in the automobile, truck and industrial technology sectors.
For further press information and photos, please visit: www.zf.com
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